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Abstract: We introduce a model for studying the evolutionary dynamics of Poker. Notably, despite its
wide diffusion and the raised scientific interest around it, Poker still represents an open challenge.
Recent attempts for uncovering its real nature, based on statistical physics, showed that Poker in
some conditions can be considered as a skill game. In addition, preliminary investigations reported
a neat difference between tournaments and ‘cash game’ challenges, i.e., between the two main
configurations for playing Poker. Notably, these previous models analyzed populations composed of
rational and irrational agents, identifying in the former those that play Poker by using a mathematical
strategy, while in the latter those playing randomly. Remarkably, tournaments require very few
rational agents to make Poker a skill game, while ‘cash game’ may require several rational agents
for not being classified as gambling. In addition, when the agent interactions are based on the ‘cash
game’ configuration, the population shows an interesting bistable behavior that deserves further
attention. In the proposed model, we aim to study the evolutionary dynamics of Poker by using the
framework of Evolutionary Game Theory, in order to get further insights on its nature, and for better
clarifying those points that remained open in the previous works (as the mentioned bistable behavior).
In particular, we analyze the dynamics of an agent population composed of rational and irrational
agents, that modify their behavior driven by two possible mechanisms: self-evaluation of the gained
payoff, and social imitation. Results allow to identify a relation between the mechanisms for updating
the agents’ behavior and the final equilibrium of the population. Moreover, the proposed model
provides further details on the bistable behavior observed in the ‘cash game’ configuration.

Keywords: poker; evolutionary game theory; population dynamics

PACS: 89.20.-a

1. Introduction

Poker is one of the most famous card games and constitutes also an open challenge for artificial
intelligence and game theory [1–4]. In last years, mainly due to the advent of online gaming platforms,
Poker has widely increased its popularity and its prestige, up to be considered even as a profession.
However, in this scenario, an important question is still feeding an old debate: ‘Is Poker a Skill
Game?’. This question has not yet a clear and shared answer, and its relevance is given by the related
implications, spanning from legal aspects to healthcare problems [5–7]. For instance, considering
Poker as gambling would entail the need to include it in the list of dangerous activities, i.e., those that
can lead to the emergence of an addiction, and that can require clinical treatments. It is worth to
emphasize that the utilization of money and the influence of luck, barely measurable, represent two
main elements that support its classification as ‘gambling’. On the other hand, the possibility to apply
a rational strategy (e.g., based on mathematics) for improving the success probabilities, suggests
that Poker can be really considered as a ‘skill game’, e.g., like Chess. In order to shed some light on
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this issue, two recent works [8,9] analyzed the dynamics of an agent population, whose interactions
were based on a simplified version of Poker. In particular, these mentioned models consider agents
behaving in two possible ways: ‘rational’ and ‘irrational’. Rational agents are those that play Poker
following a mathematical strategy, while irrational agents are those that play randomly. In particular,
in the model presented in [9] agents can modify their strategy and the whole dynamics has been
studied by a compartmental approach. The latter, as some models defined in epidemiology (e.g., SIS
(Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) model [10]), allows to provide a macroscopical description of the
population, and it has been named RIR model (i.e., Rational-Irrational-Rational). It is worth noting
that the RIR model [9] (see Appendix A for a full description) has been studied in two different
configurations: full challenge and one-round challenge. Full challenges entail each interaction lasts
until the winner gains all the money of its opponent, thus different rounds can be required. Instead,
the second configuration (i.e., one-round challenge) entails each interaction lasts for only one betting
round. After each interaction, in both configurations, the amount of money of each player is set to
the initial value. In addition, each interaction considers only two agents at time, i.e., it is a pairwise
interaction defined ‘heads-up’ in the Poker jargon. Here, the full challenge configuration can be
related to Poker tournaments, while the one-round challenge can be related to the ‘cash game’ variant.
Since agents modify their behavior by imitating that of the winner, after each challenge a well mixed
population reaches an ordered phase, i.e., after a number of interactions all agents share the same
strategy. Remarkably, the full challenge configuration indicates that even with very few rational
agents in the population, at t = 0, the final ordered phase is always composed of rational agents.
A more complex situation is observed in the case of one-round challenges, since a bistable behavior
emerges. In particular, considering the same initial density of rational agents, it is possible to reach
both equilibria, i.e., full rational and full irrational. Clearly, increasing the amount of rational agents at
the beginning of the challenge, increases the number of final equilibria corresponding to full rational.
As result the emergence of the bistable behavior described in [9] still deserves attention. It is also
worth to highlight that the statistical physics approach to Poker, presented in these models [8,9],
leads to two main conclusions: (1) the nature of Poker strongly depends on the player’s behavior
and (2) Poker tournaments can be classified as ‘skill game’, while ‘cash-game’ challenges composed
of few rounds make Poker similar to gambling. In this work, we aim to obtain further insights
on Poker by using an approach based on the Evolutionary Game Theory (hereinafter EGT) [11–16].
EGT represents the attempt to study the evolutionary dynamics of a population by the framework of
game theory [17,18], and taking into account the Darwinian theory of natural evolution. Evolutionary
games can be used for studying a number of scenarios, spanning from socio-economic dynamics
to biological systems [11,14,19–31]. The proposed model aims to study the equilibria that can be
reached in a population, considering rational and irrational agents, by focusing on two degrees of
freedom: the imitation probability pi and the success probability of rational agents pr. The first degree
(i.e., pi) indicates the probability to modify a behavior (e.g., from rational to irrational) by imitating the
opponent, while pr indicates the success probability of rational agents when play against irrational
ones. Thus, as below explained, we can avoid to focus on full challenges or on one-round challenges,
because on varying the value of pr we are able to consider different cases, i.e., from short to long-lasting
challenges. Here, it is important to evaluate the influence of the imitation probability since in real
Poker challenges, it is not always possible to imitate the winner (e.g., players can decide to hide the
own cards when the opponent folds). In addition, cash-game challenges can last few or many rounds,
therefore the success probability pr varies over time. In order to take into account also the second
observation, we studied also the case with a variable value of pr (during the same challenge). In doing
so, we observed the same bistable behavior found in one-round challenges of [9]. Then, we compared
the outcomes of the two models, i.e., the new one and the previous one presented in [9]. To conclude,
it is worth to note that the proposed model constitutes a new application of EGT, and allows to reach
further insights for understanding the nature of Poker. In addition, our results shed more light on
the bistable behavior reported in [9]. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
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introduces the proposed model. Section 3 shows results of numerical simulations. Eventually, Section 4
ends the paper. In addition, since the model presented in [9] is often adopted as reference, it is fully
described in Appendix A.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present the proposed model. We considered an agent population whose
interactions are based on a simple game inspired from Poker (in particular focusing on the variant
named Texas Hold’em—see [32]). The agents may follow two different strategies: rational and
irrational. Rational agents are those that take actions according to a mathematical strategy, i.e.,
those that aim to maximize the probability to succeed by a ‘rational’ mindset. Irrational agents, on the
contrary, are those that take actions randomly, i.e., without to consider the value of their own cards
nor other strategies. According to results achieved in previous works [8,9], the winning probability of
rational agents depends on the duration of a challenge. Notably, rational agents have high probability
to succeed against irrational agents when the amount of rounds that constitute a challenge increases.
For instance, if challenges terminate when one agent wins all the money of its opponent, the success
probability of rational agents increases up to 80%. At the same time, when a challenge is composed
of only one round, a rational agent succeeds against an irrational one with a probability close to 20%.
In the case the agents modify their strategy, imitating that of their winning opponent, a mixed
population (i.e., composed of 50% of rational agents at t = 0) can reach two different equilibria:
full rational and full irrational. As previously discussed, in real scenarios the behavior of the winner is
not always disclosed. Thus, the imitation probability, on average, is much smaller than 1. In order to
analyze a system, taking into account this last observation, we introduce a model inspired from EGT
where agents play Poker and modify their strategy according to the following mechanisms: imitation
and payoff evaluation. The former can be adopted when the winning opponent reveals its strategy,
while the latter entails to modify a behavior according to the amount of the gained payoff. Thus, if after
an iteration the agent’s payoff decreases, it is more likely a rational agent becomes irrational, and vice
versa. From the EGT perspective, the two updating mechanisms allow to implement a ’strategy
revision phase’. Notably, in the case a losing agent (say y) decides to imitate its opponent (say x),
it computes the transition probability (from rational to irrational, and vice versa) by using a Fermi-like
equation [20] which reads

W(sy ← sx) =

(
1 + exp

[
πy − πx

K

])−1
(1)

where sx and sy indicate the strategy of the agents x and y, respectively, meanwhile πx and πy

indicate their payoff; the constant K parametrizes the uncertainty in adopting a strategy. By using
K = 0.5, we implement a strategy revision phase with a very small amount of irrationality [33].
Instead, when an agent does not imitate its opponent, it changes its strategy according to the
following probability

W(Ty) = (1.0− πy

4.0
)/2.0 (2)

where Ty indicates the transition probability of the y-th agent to modify its strategy (from rational to
irrational, and vice versa), πy indicates its payoff divided by constant equal to 4. In particular, at each
iteration, the two agents are randomly selected and they play with 4 opponents. In addition, since we
studied both the well-mixed configuration and the spatially structured configuration, we highlight
that in the second case the two randomly selected agents, and their opponents, are nearest neighbors.

Now, it is worth to highlight that the payoff of this game is very simple: when an agent wins
a challenge, its payoff increases of 1, whereas each time it loses a challenge the payoff decreases of 1.
Thus, the mathematical definition of the payoff reads: π = ∑3

i=0 ci, with ci outcome of the i-th challenge
and equal to ci ± 1, i.e., +1 if successful, otherwise −1. According to these rules, we considered the
evolution of a population on varying pi and pr (i.e., imitation probability and success probability of
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rational agents). We recall that when two agents of the same kind face each other, both have the same
probability to succeed (i.e., 50%). Eventually, it is worth to emphasize that the strategy imitation takes
place only after comparing the payoffs of the two considered agents. For example, if the agent y is
undergoing a strategy revision phase with pi = 1, it will imitate the agent x only after evaluating the
payoff difference, as defined in (1). For instance, if y wins 3 out of 4 challenges, losing only against the
agent x that, in turn, wins only against y and loses all the other challenges, πy is clearly bigger than πx.
Accordingly, the probability that the agent y imitates x is very low even if pi = 1. Finally, we highlight
that the well-mixed configuration allows to perform a mean field analysis of the system, while the
other one allows to evaluate the role of an interaction topology (e.g., [34]). Remarkably, even a simple
topology, like a regular square lattice, can be strongly relevant in in the dynamics of some games, a for
instance the Public Goods Game (see [33]). Summarizing, our population evolves according to the
following steps:

1. At t = 0, set a number of rational and irrational agents in the population;
2. select randomly one agent x, and select randomly one opponent y (being a neighbor in the case of

the lattice topology);
3. each selected agent plays the game with all its four opponents (randomly composed in the well

mixed case), then computes its payoff;
4. agent y performs the strategy revision phase according pi, then adopting Equations (1) or (2),

to compute the weight probability to change its behavior/strategy;
5. repeat from (2) until an ordered phase is reached, or up to a limited number of time steps elapsed.

Then, before to show results of numerical simulations, we highlight that the maximum number of
time steps has been set to 108.

3. Results

Let us start considering the results achieved in [9], where a well-mixed population played both
full and one-round challenges—see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mean field analysis of a population playing Poker. Amount of rational agents over time R(t)
(+1 indicates rational, −1 irrational) in the two different configurations analyzed in [9], for the case
with an equal starting density of rational and irrational agents. Black line indicates the result achieved
with full challenges. Red line indicates the result achieved with one-round challenges. Results have
been averaged over different simulation runs.
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In particular, considering the same starting conditions, as the initial density of rational agents in
the population, Figure 1 clearly indicates that full challenges support rational agents (i.e., all agents
become rational after a number of time steps), while one-round challenges entail sometimes rational
succeed, other times all the population turns to irrational (i.e., irrational succeed). As previously
discussed, the bistable behavior of the population playing one-round challenges needs further attention,
in order to better understand the related motivation. According to the investigations performed in [8,9],
rational agents have about 80% to succeed in full challenges, and about 20% in one-round challenges.
Therefore, increasing the number of rounds from 1 to ∞ entails to support rationals. In addition,
the model presented in [9] considers that agents modify their behavior by imitating the winning
opponents. So, in order to represent scenarios closer to real challenges, it is important to observe that
players are not always able to imitate their opponent because the latter can also keep hidden her/his
own cards (notably, only in particular conditions players have to show their cards). Accordingly,
here we analyze the evolutionary model of Poker on varying two relevant parameters: the imitation
probability (i.e., pi) and the success probability of rational agents (i.e., pr). Figure 2 shows results of
numerical simulations performed on a well mixed population with N = 10,000 agents.

1 
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                                                  pi 

 
Figure 2. Strategy distribution in the proposed model, on varying the degrees of freedom pi and pr,
i.e., the imitation probability and the probability a rational agent succeeds over an irrational one,
respectively. Red indicates full rational, while blue full irrational. Results have been averaged over
100 simulation runs.

Since some games, as the Public Goods Game, show a different behavior in networked
topologies [33,35–41], we studied the proposed model also in a regular square lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. Remarkably, we did not find any particular difference between the the
well-mixed case and the lattice topology, as reported in Figure 3 that shows very small and
non-correlated values.

Then, we considered different initial densities of rational agents (i.e., ρ(0)) and, as for games like
the Public Goods Game, we found that the process is independent from the value of ρ(0), i.e., the latter
does not affect the outcomes. Eventually, as anticipated before, in order to make the model closer to
real scenarios we analyzed it on varying the value of pr during the same simulation (showing in the
plot the average result, as for the other cases)—see Figure 4. In particular, at each time step, the value
of pr can be 0.2, or 0.8, both with equal probability (i.e., 50%).
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Figure 3. Average difference, in the summation of states (+1 indicates rational, −1 irrational),
obtained on varying the imitation probability, between results achieved in a well mixed population and
in a structured population (i.e., regular square lattice with periodic boundary conditions). Results have
been averaged over 100 simulation runs.

Figure 4. Comparison between the outcomes achieved in the model described in [9], defined as
ABM (i.e. Agent-Based Model) in the legend, and those achieved in this work, defined as EGT
(i.e., Evolutionary Game Theory) in the legend. Amount of rational agents R (+1 indicates rational, −1
irrational). In particular, this analysis aims to evaluate if one-round challenges analyzed in [9] behave
like an EGT-based model with a varying pr (i.e., probability of success of rational agents). Results have
been averaged over 100 simulation runs.

It is worth to observe that results achieved with one-round challenges in [9] are very similar
to those achieved on varying pr during the same simulation. Therefore, in our view, the bistable
behavior is due to the variation, along the same challenge, of the success probability of rational
agents. In particular, the bistable behavior reported in [9], may reflect the fact that strong card
combinations, being opportunities for those that play by using a mathematical strategy (i.e., rational
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agents), are not very frequent (as real Poker players usually know from direct experience, and as the
theory of probability suggests given the structure of ‘playing cards’ used in Poker). Thus, several times
rational agents fold without to participate. So, since one-round challenges entail a loser imitates
the winner, a rational agent many times becomes irrational for this reason, i.e., for the low rate of
good own cards (defined as hand in the Poker jargon). Finally, it is worth to point out that this last
observation can be, in principle, provided only considering the probability laws, and the dynamics of
the model described in [9]. However, the evolutionary model here presented is able to prove it by the
numerical simulation.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we propose a model based on EGT for studying the dynamics of Poker, considering
a simplified version of this game. In particular, our agents are provided with two behaviors
(or strategies), i.e., rational and irrational, and we analyze the evolution of the population in function
of two degrees of freedom: the imitation probability and the success probability of rational agents.
We remind that rational agents represent players that take decisions using a mathematical based
strategy, while irrational agents are those that play randomly. In addition, since our agents can modify
their strategy over time, they undergo a ’strategy revision phase’, whose aim is to increase their payoff.
In particular, according to an imitation probability, losing agents may assume the strategy of their
opponents, or they evaluate to change strategy considering the trend of their payoff. In the first case,
they know the strategy of their opponent, while in the second case they do not. Before to discuss
about the achieved results, we deem relevant to clarify an important conceptual point: even if the
proposed model is based on EGT, it does not constitute a dilemma game, like for instance the Prisoner’s
dilemma [12,19,42,43] and the Public Goods Game [33,44,45]. Notably, agents do not have to chose
between their own benefit and that of their community of belonging. So, we analyzed the equilibria
reached by the population, both in the mean-field and in a structured configuration, on varying the
degrees of freedom before illustrated. In general, we found only two final equilibria: full rational and
full irrational, even with an imitation probability equal to zero. It is worth to point out that when
pi is equal to 1, an absorbing state characterized by a full order is highly expected, as demonstrated
in a number of models embodying an imitative mechanism (the most simple example is the voter
model [46]). According to this observation, and as shown in Figure 2, the transition between full
irrational to full rational appears quite smooth for pi close to zero, and becomes more sharp increasing
pi up to 1, where a critical threshold, i.e., pr = 0.5, between the two regimes can be clearly identified.
Although further analyzes are mandatory for classifying the observed phase transition, on a quality
level we can state that for low pi a second order phase transition occurs, while for high pi emerges
a first order phase transition. Now, we recall that in the proposed model setting pi to 1 does not ensure
that, during an iteration, one agent imitates another one. The motivation is that the imitation takes
place with a probability depending on the payoff difference between the selected agents. For instance,
if pi = 1 and the agent undergoing the ‘strategy revision phase’ achieved a payoff higher than that of its
opponent, the imitation process does not take place. The role of a pure imitative mechanism has been
investigated in [47], where authors analyzed the link between the Public Goods Game and the voter
model. Notably, a voter model like mechanism emerges in the Public Goods Game at high temperature,
i.e., when agents change strategy without to consider the payoff differences. Moreover, it is worth
to recall that results shown in Figure 2 are independent from the initial density of rational agents.
Eventually, considering the results achieved on varying the pr during each challenge, we found that
they are very similar to those achieved by the ‘one-round’ configuration of the model presented in [9].
Therefore, the observed bistable behavior of the population can be explained by the fact that during
a challenge, rational agents fold weak hands and, according to the theory of probability (see also the
Sklansky tables [32]), there are many more weak hands than strong ones. To conclude, results achieved
by numerical simulations allow to get further insights on the game of Poker, showing the relevance of
models based on EGT and, in addition, allow to shed light on the bistable behavior reported in [9].
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As for future work, we deem relevant to analyze the proposed model by arranging agents on more
complex topologies, as scale-free networks.

Acknowledgments: The author wishes to thank the National Group of Mathematical Physics (GNFM-INdAM)
for supporting his work.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

EGT Evolutionary Game Theory
RIR Rational-Irrational-Rational
SIS Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible
ABM Agent-Based Model

Appendix A

Here, we provide a full description of the RIR model presented in [9]. The RIR model implements
‘heads-up’ challenges, so that only two agents are considered at each time step. Agents can be rational
and irrational. The former play according rules based on the Sklansky tables [32], while the latter
(i.e., irrational) play randomly. The duration of a challenge spans from 1 to n rounds. Thus the RIR
mainly refers to the Poker format known as ‘cash game’ (even if, in principle, can be adapted also for
representing tournaments). The population evolves following the dynamics of the voter model [46],
so that each agent has a state representing its behavior (i.e., rational or irrational): σ = +1 (rational)
and σ = −1 (irrational), that varies according to its interactions. Notably, losers imitate their opponents
(i.e., the winners). The success probability of rational agents against irrational ones (i.e., πw

r ), strongly
depends on the number of rounds. In particular, when the challenge terminates once one agent wins
all the money of its opponent, i.e., for n → ∞, πw

r = 0.8, as computed in [42]. Thus, for n → ∞,
a ‘heads-up’ poker challenge (involving the agents x and y) is reduced to a coin flip with winning
probabilities {

πw
x = 0.8 if (x! = y and σx = +1)

πw
x = 0.5 if (x = y)

(A1)

and πw
y = 1− πw

x . Recalling that that ’cash game’ challenges can last from 1 to n rounds, two main
cases are considered:

• (a) n = ∞: full challenge;
• (b) n = 1: one round.

Agents start a new challenge always with the same amount of money (called ‘starting stack’),
regardless of their previous result. Moreover, in the ‘cash game’ format the minimal amount of a bet
does not increase over time (as it occurs in Poker tournaments). Then, the ‘starting stack’ has been set
to 10,000 and the minimal fee to pay (at each round) to 100. Remarkably, both considered cases, i.e.,
a and b, aim to represent real scenarios. Notably, the case b refers to the so called ‘rush poker’, and it is
worth to highlight that Equation (A1) cannot be used, since it holds only for full challenges (i.e., case a).
For the first case (i.e., a), it is possible to define a mean field approximation [48] considering the
provided winning probabilities (A1). Since agents can change strategy/state over time, the dynamics
of the population can be described by the following system of equations

dρr(t)
dt = a · ρr(t) · ρi(t)− b · ρi(t) · ρr(t)

dρi(t)
dt = b · ρi(t) · ρr(t)− a · ρr(t) · ρi(t)

ρr(t) + ρi(t) = 1

(A2)
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with ρr and ρi density of rational and irrational agents, respectively. The parameters a and b represent
the winning probabilities of each species (i.e., rational and irrational), then a = πw

r and b = 1− πw
r .

In the case b, the winning probabilities of rational agents cannot be defined a priori as for the
case a. Therefore, numerical simulations are mandatory in order to study the final equilibrium
of the population. To conclude it is worth to note that, since the Sklansky tables [32] suggest to play
usually with a small set of hands, many rounds are won by irrational agents due to the several ‘fold’
actions performed by rational agents.
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